Association between verbal performance and PLXNB3 haplotypes in three samples. This study shows that naturally occurring structural variability of plexin B3, which is involved in axon guidance and neuronal network formation, may be related to normal variance of human-specific cognitive function and brain white matter volume. Several coding and non-coding SNPs allowed an evolutionary analysis of common PLXNB3 haplotypes. Two SNPs underlying major haplotypes of PLXNB3 lead to human-specific changes of residues (coding for V598I and E1156D) otherwise conserved through evolution. The absence of the most modern and human-specific haplotype A was associated with reduced verbal performance in three samples, schizophrenic patients, healthy males and healthy females. It was furthermore associated with reduced volume of brain white matter that in turn correlated with reduced verbal performance. As verbal performance gives a rough estimate for g, these data are in line with findings of a positive correlation between white matter and g. For more information on this topic, please refer to article by 
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